Realities of Poverty: Thatch, tin and timber
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overty looks different across
regions, nations, cities and
the countryside. One family’s
greatest struggle might be their
home or transportation, while
another’s may be food or recovering
after a natural disaster. Depending
on where people live, the struggles they
face vary widely. That’s why Unbound’s
model of highly personalized benefits is
so important — there’s no one-size-fits-all
poverty solution.
In this issue of Impact, we take a brief
look at housing in communities in
Colombia and Kenya. Keep an eye out for
our upcoming issue of Living Unbound,
where we’ll dig deeper into these topics
and other realities of poverty.

In Colombia, 13-year-old sponsored child Johan (below)
and his family live in a wooden home built on the side
of a steep mountain. The back of the house rests on
the hillside, while the front, pictured here, is propped
up with log posts. Last year, a tree fell on the back of their home, resulting
in a permanent tilt. While Johan’s father spends most of his time out of the
city working to earn money to build a new house, his mother
spends her nights worrying about the safety of their
family in this precarious place. The assistance of Johan’s
sponsors, Irv and June, may help Johan’s family save for
their new home, but in the meantime, they’re standing
firm, even on unstable ground.
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C O LO M B I A
Medellin, Colombia, home to Unbound’s Antioquia program, is a
city in a valley, surrounded by mountains. Thousands of homes
are built far up on the mountainside, which is where many
of the poorest people live. This precarious urban landscape
creates major challenges for those living on Medellin’s hillsides,
from keeping homes safely upright to enduring the burden of
climbing up steep hills each day just to get home, often carrying
water, groceries and young children.
Johan and his family carry large jugs of
water to their home from a water source
lower on the mountain. Eight buckets will
sustain the family’s cooking and bathing
needs for about two days.

The “Metrocable” in
Medellin is part of the
public transit system that
allows people living on
the hillsides to access
their homes.

Unbound’s program in Colombia serves more
than 21,000 families, with 8,000 of them
served by our Antioquia program.

Many families live so far up the
mountain they don’t have access to
water, and every day they must carry
jugs of water up steep slopes.

K E N YA
Unbound’s programs in Kenya stretch across the
country in urban and rural areas. Nairobi has sprawling
slums, while the countryside is sprinkled with huts and
homes made of mud and straw. A family in the city
may struggle to afford food, whereas a family in the
countryside might grow some of their own food but not
have access to income-generating activities. Urban and
rural communities in Kenya reveal a clear picture of
how diverse and complex poverty really is.

In the countryside, homes are often
made of mud and thatch. Most
residents use pit latrines and have
to carry water from a local well.

Nairobi’s slums are home to thousands of tiny tin-roofed
structures, housing an estimated 2 million people. Many
homes sit alongside open sewers with unsafe electricity
and no running water.

Unbound serves more than 26,000
families in Kenya in both rural and
urban areas, with programs located
primarily around Nairobi, Kisumu
and Meru.
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to the elements. In this new home, they feel secure.

home was a hut with a thatched roof that exposed them

sponsorship benefits. Their previous

built with the assistance of Cynthia’s

in Kenya, enjoy the new house they

Cynthia (right) and her mother, Pamela,
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